AEBACKOFFICE
Making Sure You Stay Connected

Making sure your data is secure and available with AEB’s Backup and Recovery Management.
AEBackOffice technique involving Backup and Recovery Management successfully approaches and
results even the most demanding service levels of recovery. The maintenance of IT infrastructures is
one of the worlds most demanding services organizations ask for.
The data revolution has forced a massive evolution in the way businesses,
both big and small, keep operating even in the event of an outage or
disaster. Most corporation executives today find themselves having to come
up with solutions in case of an disaster which causes an outage. However
most solutions and recovery tools, that are used as a quick fix, are often
outdated since the IT infrastructure is ever changing with each passing
year.
Service Overview
The Backup and Recovery Management practice at AEB has an extensive
procedure when it comes to securing the availability and recovery of data.
Using updated and improved methods we aggressively seek to make our
client’s recovery times shorter so they can keep their businesses up and
running. Our method first involves a system and application analysis in
order to ensure their availability is aligned with the established recovery
time objective (RTO). AEB vendor-agnostic procedure is backed by boundless
industry knowledge of availability and recovery solution tools. The result
is an exacting focus on service levels given this broad understanding and
an ability to lessen data loss. AEB sets combative recovery point objectives
(RPO) to improve data availability.
The increasing demands of today often to other priorities first among
IT organizations which keeps them from administering any necessary
attention, resources and expertise on their ongoing and evolving business
continuity needs. AEB plans to take over that worry and combat this
challenge by applying all necessary processes. In order to determine which
tools are correct for our client, we do individual site surveys to understand
the IT environment as well as to understand how big of an impact an
outage would have on the organization. Working with the client’s IT team,
AEB ensures that the management objectives are reflected accurately to
their needs. Making sure all service is high quality, AEB makes sure the
service levels are met across the entire infrastructure.

Helping our clients discover and possess
the unlimited capability of being
effectively connect to the world.
Vital Benefits

AEB Backup and Recovery Management
services give you:
• Enhanced data protection and assured
data availability and recovery.
• Services levels which reduces data loss
and shorter recovery times.
• Upgraded
business
continuity
stragtegies by leveraging best pratices.
• Quicker readiness for disaster recovery
scenarios.
• Decrease danger through the application
of governance and regulatory practies.

Delivery Options

These activities are granted to our clients by
our team consultants:
• 24x7x365 US-base support.
• Remote Service Desk.
• Monitoring & Notifications.
• Customer Web Portal.
• Remote Management.
• Indicent Management.
• Vendor Management.
• Custom Reporting.
• Change Management
• Proactive Service Adviser.

AEBACKOFFICE
MANAGED SERVICES
Managed Technologies

The following solution components are covered under this service:
• Converged Data Center Infrastructure
• Servers
• Storage Networks
• Storage Services
• Storage Management Software, including backup and recovery tools.

The AEB Methodology Approach

Understanding that businesses of all proportions have little to no tolerance
for outage as it could significantly impact business results in a matter of
minutes and AEB wants to lean a hand to diminish that impact. AEB’s
management Service for Backup and Recovery objective is to make sure
your data availability and business continuity in the event of an outage of
any type. Evaluating your IT infrastructure AEB’s management team can
make recovery objectives to protect each of your applications and data, as
well as shorten recovery times so you spend less time waiting and more
time getting back to business.

Who is AEB?
AEB is the team of experts behind the scenes who
think and work with architects, implemention
processes, and can work with advance complex
technology. Our methods are not limited to the
practices of our partners; we bring new and exciting
ways of thinking about technological solutions.
Working with IT teams around the country AEB
develops a fresh idea to any situation.

Why AEBACKOFFICE?
AEB is a highly developed team of experts
and professionals who are leading the way in
management of information technology. With
bright, creative and well organized staff members,
we get the job done quicker and cost efficient than
most companies. With the aid of our partners we
bring the highest technological breakthrough
into your office, making sure you’re updated and
informed with the latest news and solutions to all
your technology concerns. With experts and staff
passionate about working with technology and
eager to share solutions, you can rest assured that
both your organization and staff are happy with
all results.

For a business to maintain crucial system continuity during any kind of
emergency involves a well throughout and careful plan. AEB management
shall construct and carry out a plan in exacting detail across the IT
infrastructure. Whether the backup be on a website, within a private
cloud server, or through leveraging hosted/or cloud-based solutions. AEB
is able to manage recovery and availability, requirements in multi-vendor, New Jersey
complex environments. The experts at AEB work with and have knowledge 111 Town Square Place
of various technologies and can use multiple approaches to ensure service Jersey City, NJ 07310
levels are met. Once all service levels are met the chances of data loss is (T)646.790.4096
shorten along with the timing for recovery.
The AEB Backup and Recovery Management team provides services
according to the client’s request. Such management provides:
• Dedicated service management with a single point-of-contact for all
incidents and service requests.
• Proactive alert notification and incident management.
• Optimized Change Management (MACD).
• Easy-to-use, always-on web portal view system status.
• Comprehensive performance reporting.
• Defined ITIL-based processes.
• Systems and Virtualization Management.
• Storage Management.
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